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Clark well-prepared to "Fight One More Round" 
By Kathy Oshel 
The Xavier Newswire 
Carrying a bullhorn, a Louisville 
Slugger and a vocabulary comparable 
to Webster's Dictionary, Joe Clark 
began his career, which eventually 
led him down the road of succes.s. 
When Oark walked on stage last 
Thursday to a crowd of about 450 
people, he carried the same instiu-
ments that he started with. Clark 
the same thing. "I say to you, Mus-
keteers, be sure, be very sure, that 
you are in charge of your destiny." 
Clark talked about making life all 
that it has the potential to be. "If you 
end up nothing, blame yourself 
because that's just what you want to 
be; a damn nothing." 
Clark has been criticized for his 
educational methods, such as pad-
locking school doors and expelling 
300 students. "I admit that I am 
controversial," said Clark. "Contro-
versy is the essence 
of suq:ess." _ ""- _ _ 
- Clark used stories, 
poems and real-life 
instances to get his 
message across: 
never give up. 
''Whenever your 
feet are so tired you 
have to shuffle to the 
center of the ring, 
fight one more 
round," Clark said. 
"As long as you fight 
one more time, 
you're never 
whipped." 
photot by Paul Nabor 
Joe Clark lectures at Xavier last Thursday 
Clark repeatedly 
encouraged people 
to never give up and 
never-quit. He told a 
talked about his beliefs and the tools 
that enabled him to make something 
of himself. 
Clark discussed determination, 
success and never giving up. Clark 
quoted that he was the captain of his 
soul and encouraged everyone to do 
story about two frogs 
trapped in a milk gallon and how the 
male frog gave up and died, while 
the female frog bucked and jumped, 
refusing to give up and quit. In the 
end, the female frog, with her tenac-
ity, had churned the milk into butter 
and survived. 
"You can be what you want to be," 
Alcohol Aw-areness Week 
Wednesday, Oct. 31: At a "Mocktail" mix-off, Xavier faculty and admini-
stration members mix non-alcoholic drinks, and students judge which are 
best, at-4 p.m. in the University Center lobby. An intoxilizer demonstration 
will be given during Wednesday Jumpstart, 9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in the 
Downunder in the University Center. _ 
Thursday, Nov.1: "Designated Driver: Make the Right Choice" is the 
title of a speech to be given by a Cincinnati police officer, at 12:30 p.m. in 
front of the University Center. ' 
·Friday, Nov. 2: "Alchohol Jeopardy" will test students' knowledge on 
alchohol, at 2:30 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge. The movie "Jaws" will be 
screened at the O'Conner Sports Center's swimming pool at 8 p.m. 
said Clark, "Success is achievable and 
obtainable. It comes dressed in 
overalls and it looks like work." 
Clark stressed adhering to what 
"Whenever your feet are so 
tired you have to shuffle to the 
center of the ring, fight one 
more round" 
--Joe Clark 
you.believe in and being,p~p~red to 
accept the'consequences of your 
actions. "Always know your limita-
tions," Clark said. "I never go 
beyond where I feel secure, my feet 
stand on solid ground." 
Despite all the criticisms, Clark 
said he would do it all over again. "If 
I had to do it all over again, I'd do it 
with more flambouyancy, more 
appeal, more drama and more 
charisma." 
Clark closed by stressing to be the 
best at whatever you are. /1 A dia-
mond is nothing more than a piece of 
coal that stuck to its job, don'tever 
quit, don't ever give up." 
According to Randal McCravy, 
coordinator of the lecture, the re-
sponse was overwhelmingly positive. 
"Many thought it was very inspira-
tional and honest," said Mccravy. 
--&;~e,~f th~--~~;TipJ~i~t~~ ;~~e-' -' 
because it was not what they had 
expected. "His talk was not what 
they had expected," said McCravy, 
"they thought he'd talk more about 
education, his experiences, going 
more in depth about his story." 
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Mccravy announces resignation 
By Jennifer Stark 
The Xavier Newswire ·- ~~ 
Randal McCravy, associate 
director of Student Activi-
ties/ University Center, 
announced yesterday his 
decision to resign from his 
position. 
His resignation will be 
effective Jan. 1, 1991, at which 




Circle Sunday, Mond~y and 
Tuesday on your calendar 
those are "Burger Madness" 
Days-our famous burger 
celebration. A huge burger 
with any or all of our twelve 
· toppings plus fries for just 
$3.99. Only at Arthur's. 
' 
Bar • Restaurant • Garden 
3516 Edwards Rd. 
Hyde Park Square 
871-5543 
filled by an interim replace-
ment, according to Dr. 
Arthur Shriberg, vice presi-
dent for Student Develop-
ment. ''The plan is to seek an 
interim replacement for next 
semester," explained Shrib-
erg, "and initiate afull-blown 
search for a replacement to 
come in during the summer." 
Although no replacem~nt has 
been secured, Shriberg 
indicated the search has 
already pinpointed some 
possible candidates for the 
interim position. "We want 
to take our time and make 
sure we hire a highly skilled 
and caring person for this 
key position." David Cole-
man, director of Student 
Activities/University Center, 
explained why McCravy has 
decided to leave Xavier. 
"He's been as5ociated with 
Xavier for quite a while and 
feels it's time to move on and 
do ~~E;tl~ing else,". ~id 
Coleman. "And I support 
him in that. Coleman said 
McCravy has not made 
definite decisions regarding 
his immediate plans. 
McCravy was unavailable 
for comment early in the 
afternoon, as he was·making 
plans to throw a surprise 
party for members of Student 
Activities Council, for which 
he·is adviser. "That's the 
kind of guy we~re losing," 
laughed Colem~n. :'.He'sjust 
.a great r<;>~e ~o9~~ for our 
students. He's going to be 
difficult to replace." 
MHA receives Top 20 ranking 
The Xavier Graduate 
Program in Hospital and 
Health Administration was 
recently ranked in the Top 20 
graduate programs of its 
kind in the country. 
In a survey conducted by 
Modern Healthcare, a national 
healthcare industry publlica-
tion. The study durveyed 
program directors from 
across the country asking 
them to rank the top Hospital 
Administration programs. 
"We are very pleased with 
the survey results," said Dr. 
Edward Arlinghaus, director 
of the program. "We have 
·known for a long time that 
we had an excellent program, 
but the recent survey results 
really confirm our belief." 
The Xavier program is one 
of the oldest in the country 
and currently has alumni in 
every state. Graduates of the 
program are employed in 
hospital administration, 
health care consulting, 
governmental agencies and 
general business and indus-
try. 
"We are very proud of the 
reputation we have built and 
proud of the fact that some of 
the finest hospitals in the 
"We have known for a 
long time that we had 
an excellent program, 
but the recent survey 
results really confirm 
our belief." · 
country arc nm by graduates 
of the Xavier program," said 
Arlinghaus. "We have kept 
the standards high and the 
curriculm demanding and it 
looks like this is paying big 
dividends for graduates of 
our program." 
After four semesters of 
didactic work,Xavier stu-
dents are required to com-
plete one year administrative 
residency in a health care 
institution. "This is the 
aspect that really sets us 
apart from the rest," said 
Arlinghaus. "It's a unique 
experience to be able to work 
with the CEO of a major 
corporation for an extended 
period of time and learn 
firsthand what it means to be 
an executive." 
Another interesting aspect 
. of the profram is the dress , . 
· code; Students are require(f'. · 
to d.ress in business attire 
while on campus."We want 
to make sure that our 
graduates not only think and 
act like executives, but that 
they look like executives 
when they enter the field," 
said Arlinghaus. · 
. Looking for Part-Time Employment? 
Custom~r Service Representatives 
Immediate openings available for individuals with ~xcellent communication skills to 
answer incoming calls in our phone center. Qualified applicants must have accurate 
light typing skills (25 wpm), expressive. phone voke and accurate spelling ability. 
Previous telephone, customer servke and computer: experience helpful. Potential to 
_make up ·to $7.00 /hour after paid train_~ng. · 
·Flexi}?le part-time shiffs: Combinations 
mornings/afternoons/evenings/weekends as well as 3rd •shift 
available. 
Apply in.pers~~ or calll-800-624-8422 ~xt 200 
. : EXECUCALL, INC .. 
531 N. Wayne Ave. 
Cincinnati, 0.hiO 45215 
of weekday 
opportunities are 
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Commuter Corner 
Event creates awaren·ess 
Contributed by 
The Commuter Council 
The Office of Commuter 
Services sponsored the 
second Commuter Awa·re-
ness Day Oil Tuesday; 
October 24 .. The purpose of 
the day was to recognize 
commuter students and to 
provide commuters with 
campus information and an 
awareness of how to get the 
most out of their Xavier 
education. Free food, re-
freshments and prize give-
aways were the order of the 
day; from 8-10 a.m., Com-
muter Services and Univer-
sity Ministry gave away 12 
dozen doughnuts. From 11 
a.m.-1 p.m., a representative 
from McDonald Library was 
distributing library informa-
tion outside of the Commuter 
Lounge and distributed eight 
dozen cookies. From 5:45-7. 
p.m., Student Development 
information, men's basketball 
schedules, and free food (ten 
dozen· cookies) were handed 
out in the CBA lobby. The 
table wa.s co-sponsored by 
the CAPS Department and 
the Office of Commuter 
Shawna. Burns' poster won 
First Place. 
Servkes. · · · · · · 
· · Other events for the day 
included: 
•A fix-a"'.flat demonstra-
tion by Rich Klus, which took 
place in the North Lot. By 
then end of the program, 
Rich had changed four tires 
and wa,s quite dirty! The 
Office of Commuter Services 
also distributed fliers describ-
ing the flat tire changing 
process. During the fix-a-flat 
demonstration, Anne Cun-
ningham was the winner of 
the hydraulic jack. 
•Prizes were distributed 
throughout the day to. 
students who wore their "I'm 
, - <:;om~ut~r Friendly But- · 
. tons.' 25 students received 
prizes. which incl~ded.: · 
Xavier Dining Service Meal 
Passes, Metro bus passes, 
hydraulic car jack, and · 
various auto accessories. 
•From 2:30-3:30 p.m., , 
Commuter Council con-
ducted a Pictionary tourna-
ment in the Commuter 
Lounge. 
•Colleen Carroll, a Com-
muter Assistant, conducted a 
sign contest. From 15 entries, 
weeks are: 
Nov. 4-10: Melissa Rogers 
Nov. 11-17: Paul Mehler 
Nov. 18-24: Jennie 
Baumgartner 
Nov. 25-Dec. 1: Laura 
Kelly 
Thanks to all who showed 
interest in Commuter Serv-
. ices, and congratulations to 
all of the winners. Be on the 
lookout for the next Com-
muter Awareness Day, Nov. 
28. 
Photo by Ellen Bird 
Students are entertained Down Under by one of the many .events 
that took place during Multi-Cultural Week at Xavier 
50,006 KIDS, NEED YOU 
Cincinnati's Public School kids need 
you·to vote for Issue 5 on November 6. 
This levy is vital to the future of our~ 
kids because: 
• Our schools need more money because expenses increase with inflation but 
school revenues do not. 
•Our schools need to pass this levy to continue progress and growth. 
On this school levy, you have a chance to cut through all the talk and see for yourself 
that Cincinnati kids are getting a good education. You still have time to visit a school. 
. Oon't base your vote. on what someone else ,tells you. Then, . 
VOTE. FOR OUR COMMUNITY, OUR CITY, OUR FUTURE . 
VOTE· FOR KIDS ... VOTE FOR ISSUE 5 
Issued by CASE, Clncinnatians Active to Support Education, Wayne Brinkman, Vice President, 2910 Grasselll, Cincinnati; Ohio 45211. 
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is . earning tf;a Havier/ 
WJ::lere: The Armory · 
When: November 1, 9 p.m.-1 a.m. . Dance to their reggae sound 
Admission: ·$2 . .with XUID- $3. without 
a 
s~® 
Sponsored by 155 
SUPER SALE! 
·"IT'S TIME FOR .. DOMl-NO'S PIZZA~ 
' , •, •' ·-<'.:•·.# .·:<' ...... ; ... ::. ' ,.· .... ,.~ ,·'.; .• • o' ., •'• •·· _.;: ·.: :.-.t.'. . I 
lnside .. eXclusive· 
Name: Adrien Schiess 
Age: 43 . .. . . . 
Birthplace: Mineola, New York.· 
Occupation: Director· of Fres.hi:nan Programs 
Education: 1969 Xavier gradu~te with a major 
in History and a minor in Educationand a 
MA in Educational Administration from 
Xavier 
Family: Married for 20 years, one son, 19.years-
. old and a 16-year'.'old daughter 
Hobbies: play sports, especially racquetball 
· andgolf · 
NicJ<name: ~ge .. .... . . . 
FirstJob:'·after college/I was a;platoonleader' 
.. ofan air defense artillary unifat-Ft. Bliss, 
Texas · 
If I couldn't do what.I'm doing now,.I'd like 
· · to: be in teaching · · 
If I could live in any time or era, I'd choose: 
the time when the Americans were trying 
to settle the West 
Life has taught me: how to be flexible] 
Favorite TV show: discovery 
F~vorite Movie: Glory :. 
Most important trait m, a pel'Son: integrity 
I'm· a sucker .for: my daughter· 
Best thing about Xavier: its people 
When I'm angry, I: raise my voice 
Worst habit: Iget angry at people ~ho have a 
disregard for people . 
If I had to do it over,.I'd: do nothing different 
In high school, p,eople thought that I: was . 
very athleticallyinclined· · . 
If I were going to il desert isl~md, lwould take . 
with me: companionship . · 
If I could have dinner with anyone in history, ·· 
. it ;would be: _General Eisenhower . 
People would be surprised to know that I: .am 
a very understanding and caring person 
My father always told ~e: never give up. 
My motheralways told.me:· try to understand· 
the other persoris point of view. . 
Perfect evenmg: dinner for two with wine at. 
the Coste de Sol in. Peurto Viarte, Mexico· · 
Perfect vacatiOn: on the beach ilfCi'ete · 
If I were an a\l.tomobile, I'd be: Fermi· · · 
.. . Testerosa ..• . .; . ':; .... · .. : :::'.': .•. · ... :: .·. . 
I'd ljke my epitaph to ~ad:. He. influenced· the.:< .. 
ll·ves,of·man· y " ·" · :· · · · " .. · .. · ·," · ·". : .· . . . .•. .·.: •'.• ,, .... ''" . •' .• .·. ·.· .. · ... 
. -conrpilal by Dmui Calllbrese 
·g 
·". - "·:'--·(< ·: :~ .. >•;'[':: -'. ·:· .~:.:;'· ~ /: .'.'·~>-·" - : --~~ .. ·~f ~~·.;·;. . ..... ·~-
Deaconess Hospiuil and Cincinnati Sportsmedicine Butyoi{dort't have to be a world-class ~thlete · 
have assembled some of the most advanced sports · to be treated like one. . . . .· 
medicine research and technology in·the world. , · We use our extensive research and expertise · 
We have developed a national reputation for the to help many Cincmnatians reach theidull athletic 
treatment of injuries tobones,1igaments, muscles potential, no matter who they are or what their 
and cartilage. ·. ···· .. ·.· . ·.· · ... · ··.·.. · ~ ·• · . goals are. . . · · . · 
·. Which is :Why physicians C()rile to'.our.center . . . So if you are into recreational or professional 
:::ilsrii:a1~~:,<>~1~ ·~~1~0.·~~~:~~~~~t·:~~~ce.s ;. . l~~t1!fi,sc':fm~~~~~~~fu~~~~r:,~~~:~:~<lf~~~ 
. to i:'r!~W°~~:~~~~t.;:~ '' l',{~~~~~\i~·~~ dh~~HOsPmu. 
to career ephancµig tra1µmg programs. ... .. . .. . . .... orthopaedic services:. _ . : _ .. ,... , , , . . . , ... . .. .· .-
.~,,~;,~~·~1559-CALt.· 
;',,~_·•' ;.,.--:-·.,;··~·<;:;.~.-: .. :::'-:;.",.;.,.:.{7 • . .,':-'.,:;.-.,'.:,.~··:·'~""-, .. ~j.'~,,:·~;,'~:-_,!':.::,.:~·p-':~~ .... :.:..""::".~ .. -.'..~ . .;,: .. ':••!"-> :-:_'.'.., .. ·;. "·,. '·:'·· ,'.: ..•. : ... ··'_;·::·•;·::~· ... ,·-••. : • t~· ~ .. ,,. '.•.,_.,:..~,- ... · ••~ r·'·-··.'·,,,~,:: ',;, __ &-;• ,. , • • .~·.:.-, ·,·,·.,' 
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Is there race 
segregation at Xavier? 
Self segregation 
,can only do harm 
, 
Being a Jesuit university, Xavier works to promote a . 
amily type atmosphere between all its students .. A rapidly 
owing problem on Xavier's campus is the self-segregation 
f students through groups and their own choices. If stu-
ents choose to segregate themselves, they will have to face 
he consequences and attitudes of other students, bufthe 
niversity should not promote such activity. 
Groups such as the Black Student Association and Alpha 
appa Alpha are working to achieve "equal rights" for 
lacks, and to supposedly associate with people ofsimilar 
ackgrounc;is. But in reality, they have cut themselves off 
ram bonding with students of other races by segregating 
hemselves into a small group centered around their race. 
hat do. thesekinds of groups think they will accomplish? 
o they not understand the ways people perceive such 
oups? Many often wonder why Xavier doesn't have an 
riental Student Association or a White Student Associa-
'on? What would be the purpose? · 
Job quotas force erllploye.rs 
to hire .th'e underqua.litied · · , · 
· - · • · · ' ·· · .·· · · \vomen think th .. ey call slide most mcome. If a woman s 
U~T~NUf! 
By Colleen E. Hartman 
The Xavier Newswire 
Over and over again we 
hear about equal rights for 
women. Just lastweek with 
Bush's veto of the Kennedy-
Ha wki ns civil rightS bill, 
ERA ·criers are saying women 
will never be able to get 
ahead.in this "white male 
society''. The problem with a 
lot of women who support 
the ERA is they want every-
thing made easier for them. 
They don't want to have to 
work quite as hard. Butby 
· · · educational: background and 
into the system. -. . . experiences are not up to par 
. Job quotasfor females, . with those of the man .... 
blacks, hispanics, or people . applying-for the job:why on 
of any background are ridicu-. . earth do people think the 
lous. Job-quotasacfually lead woman should be hired? She 
to-the discrimination of .·· . is not as qualified for the job! 
highly qualified white. inales. Leave the factthat she's a 
W):len having open-heart woman out of it. 
surgery wouldn't you rather 
have the more qualified of · If women would buckle 
two doctors, than the one down and qualify themselves 
hired because the hospital . better in their fields instead 
need.ed a female for thequota · of asking for slack in the job 
requirements? Some people market, they would gain a lot 
try to pass it off as "equal . more respect from employ~ 
opportunity;" bt1tthe people · ers. 
of the U:S~ can not evell re- . Fofanyonelo make it in 
member the true meaning of this day and age, a person 
equal opporttinity. anymore ·. needs to soakup as much 
· becaus.e it.is so warped. information as possible; 
Those who strive to be the because the comp~tition gets 
· best and are the best should · tougher every day despite . · 
The United States is still working to better "equal oppor- · 
· nity,'~·but.whe!J.·hostility isformed between people qfdif~. 
erenfraces,nothing \Viii e.ver be solved. 'Because even if the 
overnment establishes quotas for businesses, and the' . . . 
uotas are met, who's to prove there still won't be negative 
eelings from the heart? 
·_ · crying discrimination,,sof!le 
the~ receive the .be~t jobs.· your sex or rac~. 
•·. alloWing them.to earn the 
Within the Xavier community, blacks areforming a. 
arrow group, therefore segregating themselves. By doing 
his, the bonding is separated and large amounts of tension 
uild. Groups like. BSA and AKA destroy exadly what 
a vier is trying to achieve! · 
·i1·1~<·;,>· .. ,>·.:.::·_-=:.: ~~~·: -.~·;:.:.\:'.-~ '."1:.:·: ··.-·\";;-,·,,·· ... -~ ••. ·.~ _ .. ' 
Ooinplicratibns ·at sexu·a/J.ty :.· .. : 
An op~n letter ,fo the unknown 
·Xavier g(Jy corhrtn . 1nity .·•• ·.· ... 
NEWSWIRE DISCLAIMER 
notoil any.sexuality, but .. · , phobic" t~ndencies. At 
.rather on a simpler;·per~rial ·.·· . Xavi~r,the Gay and.Lesbian 
basis .. You cry· for the .·. · · Alli~rice postedleaflets . 
·. By M ... ichael C. DeAloia .· .. 
The Xavier Newswire _·. 
The views expressed within ~e staff box are not necessar-
.. ly the views of the entire NewsWire staff. · .. . · . . 
·rhe Xavier New.swire. 
Editor in chief- /ennifer Stark GiNeralManager-'Da-Uid Stubenrauch • · 
Managing editor- Rich Klus Business Manager- Michael Daniel 
Office Manager- D.C. Wolff Atluertising Manager- Kent George, 
Adt1iser- Rosalind C. Florez, esq. Di~tn1nition Manager-Tony Haefner 
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. . . . . personahight to expl<?re •.·.. declaiing, with much bra- . •. 
Welcome to the maio.: · . youf own sexuality, which ·· vado,Jhat'ariyo~e wearing 
stream. The same main;, · indudes fi<xiornY• andthen jean{would be supporting 
stream you bash for its inept flaunt it.at unsuspecting ·~ ·.. • : the gay cause>Through 
uriderstandin. g a. nd Jni~ ' people while in p~blic: Your .. horri~le promotion the day 
h · calm and·dvil comp0sureis •·.. should· be declared a disaster, 
placed emotions; t e main- . o. ff se.t.by· · y· our d. efensive···•·. y· cm'.ve done ri_ othing-t. o .· ·stream you paradoxically 
yearn·to belong to: Your posture. You rally in.Wash~ improve your-position, as it 
sexuality has fong festered ington~ D.C.; for more•. · stands already, but have only 
within frustration:;lgnorance ·funding so thatthe cure to ·made "gays and lesbians" the 
·· 11 h h . AIDS ca'n be discovered; then punch-li.ne to more .J·o_kes, to abounds especia y t roug 
the.misconceptions of AIDS,. scream "fag killer,'' at Louis . more ignorance and to r:nore 
which was created through' · Sullivan, Secretary· of Hea.Ith misunderstanding. · 
no fault of your owri but has and Human Services, while · I s~ppose the right thing 
expo· nentially· gr.ow)l through he speaks on the importance to do is to declare your · 
of AIDS research at an AIDS . 
your fncredible promiscuity. conforence. You mock our sexuality ~ "your gay; big 
T.he roaci you ~av~ choS(!ri is · deal," and to try and per-
long, de5olate and harsh~ feigned acceptance, expecting suade ypur relationship with 
Yet,you've chosen it ju~~ the to get something more. And others. Hiding behind the 
same. Now you blame . . it never comes. Though 1 facade thateveryone ~earing 
heterosexuals for your bitter expect our acceptance of you jeans is supporting the cause 
course. An unfair acquisi- to come some.day, sooner is.immature and naive; This 
tion. The simple truth is no.. . than you think. . column will probably be 
·one is to blame; October 11th was ~'Gay. thought of as a type of "gay 
, You.have a sexuality all Awareness Day," a.day · bashing,lljt really isnrt. I'm. 
. your.o.w~. And ~hile your . where:everyone is second simply pointing out that your 
. sexuality is riot:considered guessing the: sexual prefer~ "Gay Awareness Day" was a · 
"normal" buy some, you · en_ce of our neighbor. Noth- farce; arid if you wanuo be 
have taught others to judge . irig like a gOod dose of . . . .. · . - accepted it will hav:e t() be on 
love, attraction and feelings. paran~i~. to ea5e our ''homo-· . our tenns. · · · 
:'•··. "'." . 
: ~ .. ~ -.;.. . 
As nasty as 
they had to be 
By William Cunion 
Newswire Columnist 
As you know, 2 Live Crew 
has finally been cleared of 
obscenity charges for their 
album As Nasty as They 
Wanna Be. Asa proud pro-
ponent of the American Bill 
of Rights, this ruling is a 
great moral victory for free 
speech. As a rational, think-
ing human being, the trtJe 
result of all the hype is the 
real victory. Before I get to 
that result, le~ me tell you 
what I think if this album. 
I really don't know how to 
convey how absolutely 
repulsed I am by the lyrics of 
this album. lf you have not 
heard· it; trust me. If you 
have heard it but disagree 
with me, I suggest counsel-
ing. Worse than their vulgar-
ity is their absolute lack of 
ability to rap-it is insulting 
to such talented rappers as 
Chuck D and Big Daddy 
Kane to group them all 
together. The most that I 
could possibly say about 2 
Live Crew is that much of 
their sampling is creative. 
But even then, nothing they 
have ever done· could stand 
up to MC Hammer's "Pray" 
or Vanilla Ice's "Ice Ice Baby." 
True, these songs are far from 
being classics, but-"Me So 
Horny?" Let's face it, the 2 
Live Crew has zero talent, 
and they use four sides of a 
double album for nothing 
more than to preach sexual 
aberrations. In reality, 
though, how else could they 
sell records? The fact is that 
these guys weren't just nasty 
because they wanted to be, 
they were nasty because they 
had to be. 
So what is the end result? 
How has the 2 Live Crew 
been affected by the contro-
versy and how has tbe hype 
generated affected the m!Jsic 
industry? From what I can 
tell, the "ultra-conservative" 
officials in Broward County 
have won their battle. Let me 
explain. 
OK, when all the hype hit 
the headlines, sales of their 
album skyrocketed. Every-
one wanted the inside scoop. 
As parents and people 
outside of the rap audience 
began to realize the extreme 
vulgarity of the 2 Live Crew, 
they pressured recc_>rd stores 
to carry the album behind the 
shelves. Many of the retail-
ers, in tum, began r:emoving 
the album from their stores 
altogether. As pressure 
mounted, it became quite 
difficult to even find the 
album, and, if you were 
under 18, almost impossible 
to buy. This is a victory for 
free speech? 
Their effect on the music 
industry has yet to be fully 
realized. Already I am seein 
record companies putting 
warning labels on albums as 
tame as Prince's Graffiti 
Bridge. It pains me to think 
that somewhere a child is 
being denied the right to 
listen to "Thieves in the 
Temple" because his mother 
equates Prince with Luther 
Campbell. The all important 
question here is: Are we, the 
fans, going to be denied true 
art because musicians will be 
fearful that warning stickers 
will case a decline in.their 
album sales? In the field of 
rap, I doubt it-rappers have 
never been afraid to speak 
thefr minds. But in other 
fields, I truly believe that 
many artists will intention-
ally avoid having their 
albums stickered. This is a 
victory for free speech? 
The whole situation is 
tragic because the 2 Live 
Crew never even deserved a 
recording contract, and now 
they are changing the face of 
the recording industry. The 
best part is that they have 
apparently sabotaged them-
selves. Their latest album, 
Banned in the USA, has yet t 
go platinum. This is a dismal 
failure for a major rap act. 
Tell me that they don't 
deserve it though. They have 
not talent; they are trying to 
cash in as first amendment 
martyrs; and they have the 
nerve to mimic Sly and the 
Family Stone's There's a Riot 
Goin' On on their new album 
cover. 
Hopefully, Darwinism will 
take effect here and acts like 
Public Enemy, De La Soul, 
and Ice-T will eliminate such 
jokers as the 2 Live Crew. 
Then perhaps we will never 
have to hear anything as 
ridiculous as As Nasty as . 
They Wanna Be ever again. 
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Letters to the Editor 
No excuse for Newswire typos 
Congratulations to the 
Xavier Newswire! Last week 
our esteemed paper con-
tained the ultimate typo-
"THE NEWSIRE" [SICJ. 
Now, I realize that a certain 
margin of error is to be 
expected from any newspa-
per, and am willing to let a 
few flubs slip by. However, 
the Xavier Newswire's prob-
lem of misspellings, typos, 
and bad grammer is unfortu-
nately not limited to "a few 
flubs." 
Looking through the 
October 17th issue, I found 81 
mistakes, including three in 
headlines! "Cincinati" [SIC] 
apparently changed it's 
name. New frontiers in error 
were explored as the 
Newswire managed to maul 
not only our native tongue, 
but French as well ("Fau-
Paux" [SIC]); surprising 
indeed, considering the 
Editor-In-Chief just returned 
from a year's study at the 
Sorbonne. 
Thankfully, the editors 
must have taken note of this 
dreadful lapse of profession-
alism and resolved to put 
their noses to the grind-
stone-the following week's 
error count was slashed to a 
mere 50! The highlight of 
that issue had to be in the 
front page article concerning 
freshman enrollment in-
cre;ises: " ... out of 464 fresh-
man, 411 hail from 
Ohio ... while the remaining 
235 students represent 35 
different states and 16 foreign 
nations." 
I am not insinuating that 
the editors are ignorant; quite 
the contrary. I know many of 
them to be highly intelligent 
individuals. And I do not 
hold them responsible for the 
unnecessarily cryptic titles 
and painfully scattered 
"logic" of some of the regular 
columnists. But the fact 
remains that they are not 
doing their jobs, jobs which 
they are paid with university 
money to do. (1 must say that 
the sports editors are not the 
guilty ones; I counted only 
·one sports page mistake 
among the 131 of the past 
two weeks.) I am highly 
concerned about the image of 
our _university that this 
carelessness conveys to 
visitors, prospective fresh-
man, and parents, not to 
mention our own faculty. 
I realize that to sit sown 
and count mistakes may 
seem to be nit-picking and 
trivial, especially in light of 
the current sandal contro-
versy raging across campus, 
but I am driven by a deeply 
personal motive. The last 
time I submitted a letter to 
the Newswire, they spelled 
MY name wrong. · 
-Mark Houser 
.,Xavier men. re.sp.on.d., .. -:to ... . · 
"Sweetest Day" column 
This letter is in response to 
the article, "For those men 
who missed Sweetest Day." 
As a man I found this 
article offensive and imma-
ture. It's obvious that the 
author of this article has 
never experienced a mature 
relationship with a member 
of the opposite sex. Because 
of the immature nature of 
this article, we must assume 
that the author has not dated 
since grade school. This is an 
attitude that makes dating 
rough on Xavier's campus. 
I refer first to Lesson #1, 
"Never accept an apology," 
makes sense, no need for an 
open relationship. The 
author points out one of the 
more important aspects of 
dating, receiving Christmas 
presents. This also makes 
sense since all good relation-
ships should be based on 
material goods. 
Lesson #2, "Never accept a 
raincheck date." No need for 
trust. As a matter of fact, we 
should all date people we 
can't trust. 
Lesson #3, ''Never let him 
· forget ... Make his life unbear-
able." Not that I even need 
to comment on this, but it 
sounds like a great way to 
make and keep the person 
you're dating happy. 
Lesson #4, "Make him 
beg ... making him grovel will 
give you a sense of superior-
ity." And you know I can't 
date anyone unless I feel 
superior to them. We should 
always date someone who is 
below our intellectual and 
spiritual level, it makes us 
feel better. And when things 
get slow, we can always 
make fun of them. 
Lesson #5, "Dump Him!" 
No need to follow this final 
step if you've followed the 
first four because you've 
already.been dumped. 
If your tired of a mature, 
rewarding relationship, 
follow the 5 simple steps to 
. end it all. 
-Don Bowonan and James 
Bunker 
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Rifle team sets school 
By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
II 
The Xavier rifle team 
hasn't squandered any 
opportunities so far this 
season to enhance their top 
10 National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) 
ranking, as they defeated the 
University of Kentucky this 
past weekend. 
The team didn't just win; 
they established new school 
· and personal bests on their 
way to surpassing their goal 
of 6,000 total points. 
Setting new records isn't 
uncommon for senior Sabrina 
DiBiagio, who set three more 
school records and tied 
personal bests against UI<. 
Senior Joann Hassler and 
freshman Christa Tinlin also 
set personal bests. 
"Records are hard to come 
by, especially following 
performan.ces of Xavier's past 
teams. The records set today 
mean a lot," said coach Alan 
Joseph. 
DiBiagio's records in 
standing position and total 
smallbore points and in 
smallbore and air rifle com-
bined points guided the team 
to 6,043 total points. 
The vi.ctory is a prepara-
tion for the Walsh Invitational, 
which the Muskies' host 
during the next three consecu-
tive weeks. Twenty-six teams, 
including six high schools and 
one alumni team (from 
Tennessee Tech), will be 
participating in the tourna-
ment. 
Because of increased 
demand, the tournament has 
expanded to three weekends. 
"Schools like to come to 
Xavier to compete. The 
facilities are good, the event is 
efficiently run and it is cen-
traJJy located," said Joseph. 
Only eleven teams will . 
compete each weekend. After 
they've finished, they return 
home. They won't know their 
i:esults, which are entered into 
the computer, until the end of 
the third weekend. 
Some teams which will be 
competing are Murray State 
University (ranked 4 in 1990), 
University of Alaska at 
Fairbanks (6), U.S. Military 
Academy (8), University of 
Texas at El Paso (9), University 
of Tennessee at Martin (10), 
Ohio State University (13) and 
Jacksonville State l,Jniver-
sity (14). 
Muskies, who finished fifth 
last year, are scheduled to 
compete the third weekend. 
However, because they are the 
hosts and have only four 
members, each member will 
be shooting at different times. 
The final score will not be 
computed until the third 
weekend when the team is 
supposed to participate. 
"It has really been chal-
lenging this year with only 
the four athletes, especially 
since a team consists of four 
members," said Joseph. "We 
depend on each other." 
After the tournament, 
Joseph, as spokesman for the 
Collegiate Rifle Coaches, will 
compile scores submitted ·by 
teams from individual 
matches. The computer will 
determine the current NCAA 
ranking. This process is done 
tliree times a year. 
"If a team gets ranked, 
they get acknowledged as a 
legitimate contender because 
the poll gets printed and ~nt 
to schools across the coun-
try," said Joseph. 2 
The results from the UK 
match will be submitted for 
the poll. 
"I'll be sending those 
results because we did well 
and also because we won't be 
shooting as a team at the 
Walsh Invitational," he 
added. 
The poll is expected tO 
come out around Nov. 18. 
Muskies split weekend meets 
By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
After a four-hour competi-
tion Friday night against 
Eastern Illinois University, 
the Xavier men's and 
women's swim teams fell 
short Saturday against 
University of Cincinnati. 
Because of numerous 
exhibition heats during 
Friday's meet, in which the 
men won going away and the 
women closely lost, the 
Muskies appeared fatigued 
as they lost to the Bearcats by 
large margins. 
"A meet is tiring anyway, 
but when it lasts too Jong, 
it's just like playing back-to-
back basketball games. I was 
physically and mentally 
drained," said Rich Mizak. · 
The teams swam well 
photo by Paul Nabor 
Co-captain Dan Mikula gets ready to make his turn at the wall. 
overall, however, asthe 
women's 200-yard medley 
relay team of Leanne Winne-
feld, Patty Nietp, Suzanne 
Silbersack and Jennifer Horak 
broke Xavier's record against 
EIU. . 
Silbersack also finished 
strong in the 200-yard 
butterfly. "She's a very good 
swimmer. She had an 
awesome swim against 
[EIU]," said coach Tassos 
Madonis. 
Other members that 
posted fast times were Steve 
Jones in the 200-yard free-
style, John Fischer in the 50-
yard free-style, Mike Stroh in 
the 1000-yard free-style, 
Molly Humbert in the 500-
yard free-style, Karin Silk in 
the 100-yard free-style and 
Phil Summe in the 200-yard 
butterfly (against UC). 
Even though the teams' 
performances against UC 
were not quite what they had 
hoped, they remain optimis-
tic as they look ahead to the 
meets at University of Notre 
Dame this week. 
"We had such outstanding 
performances [against EIU J, 
but the length of the meet 
affected us [against UC]. 
Our times were average, and 
we felt a lot of disappoint-
ment. We'll be working hard 
for Notre Dame ~his week," 
' said men's co-captain Bryan 
Minor. 
"We're going in the right 
direction. We swam faster. 
We're looking forward to 
Notre Dame. The schools 
competing are similar to us, 
and we feel we can do well 
against them," added 
Madonis. 
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Playing for fun is rewarding for 'A Soccer Team' 
By Todd Meyer 
The Xavier Newswire 
fourth has never played 
soccer before. The other fifty 
percent of the players partici-
pated for maybe one or two 
A Soccer Team was years in their life," said 
reported missing Monday, Willenbrink. 
October 29. That's because The team has shown 
the team was scheduled a bye marked improvement as the 
for the week. On any other season progresses. "Bill 
Monday, A Soccer Team can Keehn and Scott Hall are 
be found participating in probably our two best 
Xavier's·intramural men's players," commented Willen-
soccer league. brink. "However, [RAJ Bob 
Calling the league a men's Genereau, who has never 
league may be a misnomer, played before in his life, is 
though. A Soccer Team is a one of our better players." 
co-recreational team playing WiUenbrink gives the less 
in the men's league because experienced players a quick 
there weren't enough teams review of the game's rules on 
that signed up to forrna co~ the sideline before they enter. 
rec league.. . as _substitutes. 
The team was formed with This practice of playing 
the intention of participating whoever wherever has paid 
as a Resident Assistant (RA) dividends .. ''We got beaten 
SOCCER 
Jnternat'l Connection 4-0-0 
AC Milan 3-0-1 
Ball Busters 2-0-1 
A Soccer Team 2-1-1 
Tattoos 1-2-0 
XR's 1-2-0 
Inter Milan Eleven 1-3-0 





Children of Thalidomide. 2-1 
Norwood Billy Jacks 2-1 
Ceramics by Louise 2-1 
Team Ganja 1-2 
Live, from Baghdad 1-3 
One Man Short 0-2 
Italian Sausage w /Onions 0~2 
·THURSDAY team. However, the team's pretty bad our first game out, 
coach, senior RA Debbie but our second game was . LOO III 










games were scheduled on the · We'.completely d.omina~ed . . . Chicago Irish. 
same day as RA meetings, so · the field. It was a huge ego .;. Spoilers 
she decided team member- boost winning 3-1," said . Irish Gardeners 
ship would have.to be WilJenbrink. , .. . . J , K"d ·· 
expanded to field a full team. Playingjust for fu.n has . .. · erry s 1 s 
Willenbrink and fellow,RA produced winning results in ~·~!se . 
D~n Klus, recruited the help the case of this team. The Land of Boz 
of the freshman residents. ··.,team is pr~sently .2~ 1:-:11 but , .. LD's · 
The team's experience · ·. thaHsjust icing.on the cake. :· · 
levels are.varied. "About· "The winningwas never a WOMEN 
one-fourth of the team goal for us. I put that on the 
members have played every schedule at the beginning of 
year since they were old the season," said WiJJen-
enough to participate in brink. "Playing has just been 
outh lea es. Another.one- a great way to meet people." 









photo by Ellen Bird 
A student "bumps" the ball 
· during an intramural volleyball 
game. 
COREC VOLLEYBALL 
Celmic Sia 9-3 
Athletic Supporters 8-4 
Sossats 7-5 
6th Floor Spikers 0-12 
POWER VOLLEYBALL 
Dig Deeper 7-2 
Sand Diggers 6-3 
Can Do Crew 7-5 
Still Loqkin 1-11 
WOMEN'S 3.0N 3 ' 
BASKETBALL 
WWWA 2-0 
Brockman Babes 1-1 
No Names 1-1 






Penguin Lust 2-2 






Indy Maddogs 2-1 
Tattoos 2-2 
Weidemann's 2-2 
Blue Balls 1-2 
Suicidal Skanks 0-3 
Dry Heaves 0-3 
3 ON 3 BASKETBALL 
Division I 
Nails 3-0 
Kegs on Legs 2-0 
Toekns 2-1 
Breakfast Club . 1-1 
Legionof Garbage 1-2 
Starfish & Coffee 0-2 
Nudhens 0-3 
Division 11 
. . . 
OreoDotibJe stti£f! ·, '· ··· 2-0 '· ,,,. 
The Friendly Guys 2-0 
Trojans 2-1 
Fightin Amish 2-1 
Jazz 1-2 
BBC 0-2 
Y East Bad Boys 0,3 
DOMINO'S PIZZA CALENDAR OF SAVINGS 
· Domino's Pizza offers savings every day of the week! 
3915 Montgomery Road 
396·7400 
11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 
Ill. 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~' 
Xavier University "No Coupon" Specials! 
Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
AUG. 27 . AUG. 28 AUG. 30 AUG. 31 SEPT. 1 SEPT. 2 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -
SEPT. 3 SEPT. 4 SEPT. 5 SEPT. 6 SEPT. 7 SEPT. 8 SEPT. 9 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS s7,95 -
SEPT. 10 SEPT.11 SEPT. 12 SEPT. 13 SEPT. 14 SEPT. 15 SEPT. 16 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57. 95 -
SEPT. 17 SEPT.18 SEPT. 19 SEPT. 20 SEPT. 21 SEPT. 22 SEPT. 23 
- NIFTY sa.50 14" CHEESE PIZZA 1 TDPPIHG-2 LITER BOTTLE OF COKE -
~;1990 Dominos Pizza,_lnc. Our drivers carry lass than $20.00. Limited delivery area to ensure driver salety. 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
SEPT. 24 SEPT. 25 SEPT. 26 SEPT. 27 SEPT. 28 SEPT. 29 SEPT. 30 
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95 
CALL US ABOUT WACKY WEEK OFFERS 
OCT. l OCT. 2 OCT. 3 OCT. 4 OCT. 5 OCT. 6 OCT. 7 
TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA 
OCT.8 OCT. 9 OCT. 10 OCT. 11 OCT. 12 OCT. 13 OCT..14 
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95 
OCT. 15 OCT. 16 OCT. 17 OCT. 18 OCT. 19 OCT. 20 OCT. 21 
TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA 
OCT. 22 OCT. 23 OCT. 24 OCT. 25 OCT. 26 OCT. 27 OCT. 28 
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5,95 
OCT. 29 OCT. 30 OCT. 31 NOV.1 1'_40V. 2 NOV. 3 NOV. 4 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -
NOV. 5 NOV. 7 NOV. 8 NOV. 9 NOV. 10 NOV. 11 
~~ · . 12" Cheese pizza with one ~-- ·.,,.- topping, $4.99(Va!;d11 a.m.· 
~ ,....,.,~ 4 p.m. Only) 
SECRETARY 
Safety-Kleen Corp., a world leader 
in its field; needs an enthusiastic 
individual to perform diverse 
responsibilities at our regional 
office in Fairfield. 
Primary fundions· will Include 
typing. filling. and reception 
duties. Ideal candidate will 
possess strong organizational 
skills and the ability to work 
independently. Previous 
secretarial experience and 
computer baclcground (preferably 
Lotus 1-2-3 & Microsoft Word) is 
required. 
We offer a flexible work schedule 
to accommodate your needs and a 





We promote a drug free work 
environment. 
Equal opportunity employer m/f 
Your club, business or 
organization can 
advertise here! 
Call 11 ~®0$3~®Il and be 
noticed for a whole month! 
Sunday Monday 
TuesdCI Wednesday Thursday. F.dday Saturday 
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ELIECTliON DAY WEDNJESDA Y BIRTHDAY OlF HOMECOMING HOMJECOMliNG 
JUMIP§1' AlRT DOROTHY DAY SHOW: COMEDY DANCE 
SIP lEA IKJEJR 
- JFJE§T !][ 
"X"TlRAORDINAilRJE CJ?&l? CARJEJEJR lFOlRUM: HAlLlL OlF lFAMJE 
CONTJEST MARKETING DAlLJE lLEY§: AlRT 
LUNCJHIJEON 
EXJHIJ[lBIITION 
.·~ '!/. (;) (f) w 
lPlRS.SA MlElETING: WEDNESDAY XU J?lLA YlffiRS: TJHIEATJRE WOJRII<§HOJ? 
TUJRJKEY TlR OT 
COlRJ?OlRA 1'lE JP .JR. JUMJ?STAJRT THEA TlRE 
DANCE 
WOJRIKSHOJ? '91 ADM1t§§li0N§ OJP'JEN HOM1EIL1ESS AND 
§1P'lR1tNG lPlRJE~ . ···.• ... I .. \~. . .. HOU§JE HUNGJEJR· JFlfGHT 7" •·r,;., 
f······:.'' ··;:·· lRJEGI§TlRA TJION .. GREAT AMlElRJICAN 
§Mf OJKJEOUT JFAITH AND JU§TJ[CJE JBA§IK JET lBA lLlL 
11$J 00 ~ ~ w 
YUlLJETIDJE ON THJE flE§'HVAL Of' LIGHTS: 
WOMJEN'§ 
COMMON§ CINCliNNATJ[ ZOO 
1BASIKJET1BA1L1L: 
THANKSGIVING THANII<§GIVING MJ[AMIU. 
l?lLA YHOU§JE OlPJEN§ HOLIDAY lBlEGINS 
DAY CG&JE TJRAJIN DJISlPJLA Y 
"THE WliZAlRD OlF OZ" 
:MJEN'§ 1BA§JKJE1'1BA1L1L: 
MOUNT §1'. MARY 
~® ~y ~ ~~ ~ 
§AC CO:MJEDY §JEJRIJE§ MJEN'§ 1BA§JKJE1'1BA1LL: 
lBAJLJL §1' A TJE 
§AC §!AC 
lFJilLM SJEJRIJES JFJ[JLM §JEJRJIJE§ 
lPlRffiA MJEJETliNG: WINTJEJRJFJE§T AT 
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By Davi~ Stubenr~uch 
·The Xavier Newsunre 
Gambling seems to be a 
big issue as of late. I would 
wager a bet that manr '!f 
you would like an opm10n 
that you could chew on a 
little and spit out. So, 
here's mine. 
J believe gambling is a 
good form of recreation. I 
find it to be both fun and 
challenging to the ~n~. 
Obviously, I am a 'betting 
man." I enjoy going to the 
race track and placing a 
few bucks on a filly in the 
fifth, or picking an exacta 
in the eighth. For the 
record, I've never lost more 
than $20 in .one day, and 
the most I've collected is 
$110 on one race. I also bet 
on football, basketball and 
baseball. 
Why? the best explana-
tion I can give is that.I'm a 
left brain person. I get a 
kick out of playing with 
ratios and probabilities.· I 
know that the odds of 
winning are less than the 
odds of losing, but I feel 
that as long as I know 
when to walk' away from 
the "bookie," I see nothing 
wrong with betting. 
Many people would 
contest that gambling has 
corrupted and ruined 
many great lives. There 
was "Shoeless" Joe Jackson 
of the 1919 Black Sox 
Scandal, and Pete Rose of 
the 1989 Black Bart (Gia-
matti) Scandal, not to 
mention the thousands of 
other people who don't put 
their face in the newspaper 
frequently. These people 
think that gambling should 
be outlawed. To this I say, 
"wha!" Go cry about 
something more meaning-
ful, like outlawing alcohol 
because so many people 
get addicted to Budweise~. 
If gambling is banned, 1t 
will be just like beer was _ 
during prohibition and gun 
sales in Cincinnati are now• 
All under the table, and 
worse than it ever was. 
People will always 
gamble. Legislation might 
slow the system for a 
while, but it will rebound, 
and quite possibly be 
worse than when it was 
legal. Therefor~, I .see .no 
legislation abohshmg it, 
nor do I see it expanding. 
Gambling will always be 
the :recreation of kings, and 
that is something you can 
bet on. 
A brief look at Xavier sports 
ausk ic 4tiiutcs, 
- -.. WOMEN'S SOCCER-The 
Compiled by Todd Meyer • 
The Xavier Newswire 
~~~~~~--:--:~.-
CROSS COUNTRY~ 
Xavier's men's and women's 
cross country teams partici-
pated in the Midwestern 
Collegiate Conference 
Championship this past 
weekend at Detroit posting 
both impressive and disap-
pointing results. -
1he women's team 
reached a milestone in -
beating Midwestern Colle-
giate Conference riyal . . . 
Evansville for the first time m 
.. : ........... .;;,_--_· ·----
school history. The Lady . The 1990 Xavier Corss Country Team -
MuskieSfinished sev.enth, , -· · ·· ···. ··--_ 
but ahead the Lady Aces. · -- •-• su~tess _this year has. been our 
This was a drastic improve- VOLLEYBALL:O The Lady .- overall balance,'(.said1Mc- . . 
ment over last year when.. . . Musketeers continu~ t~eir · .. C:a~hy.· "Jennifer balances· 
Lady Musketeers ende~ their 
season with an impressive . 
11-2-2 record. As with all 
teams that do not win their 
post-season tournament, the 
season ended on a losing 
note. -
· The Lady Muskies woi:t 
their first round match with 
Marquette Friday. The tea.m -
played cpnsistent defense m 
posting the 2-0 shutout: _ 
Marla Schuennan provided 
the scoring punch with both 
goals. 
Saturday, however, 
proved to· be the fina~ game 
of the Season, as Xavier lost 
tO'a suri:)rising Notre Dame_ 
squad, 4'.'"0. Notre J?ame. ll(ld _ 
upSE?tpay~~n in.' the earher - . _. · 
round>: · -- _ · .. -_ . . -
Notre.Dame dicta~ed 'the_ 
they finished eighth, but strong season-long ~rfonn- .the attack. · Everyone,,has -a· 
some 45 plac~s behind the ance this week, leadm~ up to .. chance to contribute. 
competiti9n. the Midwestern Collegiate . · Xavier travels to Day- -
terms_ofthegamewith _-_- · , ,. 
.. • ·strong pl~Y,in the air. Thf!y . 
- jn~naged ~nly three s~ots o~ 
' The menJinished-a ConferenceTourriainent.": · ,. -~·:_fonihurday,host Butler di~appointing eighth, but They won two·of the three -- 1 · Friday and play Dayton at 
were only six points out of matches they played. . Notre Dame Tuesday. 
seventh. This result was The team began a long five The weekend ofNo.vem-
disheartening because the game road trip with a victory ber 16 and 17 Xavier will host 
team believed they had a Wednesday at Northern the MCC Tournament. Tour-
legitimate chance of defeat- Kentucky University. The nament matches take place 
mg Evansville and Dayton, Lady Musketeer decisiv.ely 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday and 
who finished sixth and defeated their tri-state rivals 9 a.m. to 5 p m. Saturday at 
seventh respectively. How- in three games 15-12; 15-5 and Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
ever, this finish was a 15-5. Tickets will be available 
marked improvement over The team suffered a. beginning Friday Nover:nber 
last year. "We've proved to letdown Friday as Xavier 2 at the Xavier ticket office or · 
ourselves this year that we travelled to meet MCC foe, St. any Ticketmaster location. 
do belong in this league," Louis University. The Lady Ticket prices are $4 for adults 
said coach Bob Roncker. "We -Billikens shocked Xavier, and $1 for students with a 
-. ·~?:t~~,W?~:~1fynJwi:;re~,_ · ;:·~-: .. :. 
expect them to get past -
Dayton,'' said Laura Warn~ 
bach. "They were great with 
their heads. All their free 
kicks seemed to go off a head 
into the net." 
The season can.be consid-
ered a success. "We did well 
this year .. We met most of 
our season goals. Our 
success thisyear will allow 
us to upgrade our schedule 
for next season," added 
Wambach. "Our program 
ran good races and were winning three straight games currentXavier_ID. 
slowed by some little, 15-2, 15-12 and 15-1. ,;.;._------~---:=:-::::::::::;;:;~;;-1 
nagging injuries." ''We definitely had an off SEE YOURSELF IN · 
Roncker plans to t~ke a . night," said junior outsi~e AIR FORCE ROTC -
will only get better.'' 
contingent to the regionals m hitter Kathy McCarthy. 'We ro·R 'IHE PICTURE 
November at Purdue Univer- came in flat and just didn't - • . - - -
sity. He plans· to enter a full play well." - .. -_ . . OF succ~. 
scoring group of men and . The team had a quick 
about three women. chance to redeem itself 
Renker also mentioned the Saturday as the schedule had 
possibility of a running club them travel to Evansville. 
here at Xavier as an alterna- The Lady Musketeers re-
tive to fill the void formed turned to their winning ways, 
from the absence of varsity beating their league rivals in 
track competition. '"There's four game, 15-7, 11-15, 15-7 
always road races to run, and and 16-14. 
there's the possibility of club These efforts are further 
track meets," said Roncker. proof of the team play that 
"There's pride building i~ t~,e has led the team to its highest 
Xavier running community. win total in three years. 
Renker also mentioned While Jennifer Nunn excelled 
comments made by other with 115 assists and Mary -
coaches regarding the Nock contributed an impres-
improvement in the program. sive 44 kills, the team has 
With a number of runners thrived this season on a well-
·relurning for next seaso~, he balanced attack. 
sees nothing but good thmgs "A player may get hot for a 
for the future. match, but the key to our 
See yourself becoming a 
leader, graduating from college 
Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
Game Time 7:30 
. For more information 
Call 531-PUCK (7825) 
Racque.t,ball 
Club plays in 
first tourney 
By David Stubenrauch 
The Xavier Newswire 
When a club is born, it 
usually begins slowly, 
hoping to catch a tail wind 
that will thrust them toward 
campus- wide respectability. 
The Racquetball Club is 
going against the grain and 
heading into a gail force 
wind two months after being 
officially recognized. This 
weekend, they will take part 
in the Ohio Racquetball 
Association Intercollegiate 
State Singles Championships. 
They have also planneq to 
compete in the Coors Light 
Series. Both of these meets 
will take place at the Hall of 
Fame Fitness Center in 
Canton, Ohio. 
The first matches will be 
for the top college raquetball 
players in the state of Ohio. 
Representing Xavier are 
Michael Cooper, Doug 
Emery and club president 
Javier Lopez. The scoring for 
the event is a team point 
system, which will be a 
disadvantage to the Muskies. 
"It's too bad, bey,ause of 
lack of furids," according to 
Lopez, "that we weren't able 
to take more people." 
At the same location, a 
single elimination tourna-
ment, part of the Coors Light 
Racquetball Series will take 
place. While the first event is 
limited to just college stu-
dents, the finally is for all 
serious players. 
"This tourname.nt will give 
us experience at a higher 
level, not just a collegiate 
level," said Lopez. 
All this from a team that 
did not exist two months ago. 
l . 
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MCC PRESEASON MEN"S BASKETBALL PICKS 
1. Xavier [13] 











Player of the Year: 
4. Dayton [1] Keith Gayles (Loyola) 
5. St. Louis 
6. Evansville 1st Team MCC: 
7. Loyola Jamal Walker (XU) 
8. Butler 
COMEDIC ACTORS 
We're Looking for Not-So-Serious, Serious Actors! 
Jr you have the talent lO tickle 11\lr runny f>-,nc, Wt:'JI J.;iVt: }"CIU the oppottUn{ty to perform 
with the world as your audience, ~t the ~'.1lt Dlstwy Workt9 Resort, near Orlando, Plodda. 
Wh~rhcryou take on a role with tht.:: r~n.1fs.,..1nn· ~tytt9 Stret't Theatre at EPCOT9Centcr, 
the improvisational theafre at the Plt•,,._un..· 1 ... t-nd Comedy Warehouse, as a Master of 
Ceremonies. for the Mon.,terSountl Shou• .md ,\'11pt•,,:f11rTch't-i.<lo,, or a .. Streem10sphc~ 11 actor 
at Disney-MGM Studios Theme Park, y<>u'll find rh.11 Wah Disney World Co. truly '"""'rdsyour 
!lllent. · 
for sta1ters, rehearsals are p•ld at full sal.11y. We .1lso pro"ide reloculon assistance, health 
'and dental benefits, pa!d vacations and skk tl1ys fc"'lr full-time cast members, plus employee 
tfi1'CX>unts. 
Positions are full-time employment, on a <:>ne·yc:ir conrmcr beginning Spring, 1991. 
Requfremenlat Appli<'ants must he at l~.1S1 "II" Ill. Bring n non-.,,rumable pho<o and 
resume. Prepare a one-minute, not·St>-·St'rinus conlic monoln~ue to best display your comic 
Dair. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Tuesday, November.13 , 
UnJversfty of CincJnnatf ... 
Tangeman Center - Room 4018 
Sign Up 9am 
Eligible Performers will be given priority 
Callback Wednesday, November 14 
,_:, •• ! • ','-''jJ 
Jfyou h•1"t! que."IJons, c;11l W.dt DJ,.m;• W1">rlcl Amluinn lnform;1tlon at 407/345·5701, 
Moml:1y - Frid.1r. I0.1111 - 4pm, E.1stern time. 
.Allfi1ll.,;mt• ct1lerla;t1cn: 1.•m1iloyud l~l' \f.i1/t fJi..:m•1• lr<lf'id Co. "re..' c~11•v,.l!d rmdc,. /he lenns and 
comlitiotis'Clf a collt•c/;t"'' hr11'J.:flin111.i: agri•1'ml•nt 11•1/lt.At.·to~.: E111ily.4s.wciatfo,,, 
Cfflie W:1h Disney Comp~.my 
~~HARD - HITTING ACTION!!! 
predicted at the Cincinnati Gardens 
Cyclone 
Warning 
NEXT HOME GAME 
Sat.; November 3 
vs. 
Louisville 
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BEWARE OF THE BIRDS 
By Molly A. Donnellon 
The Xavier Newswire 
Y~u're walking to your car 
in the North Lot when you 
hear them- the screaming 
small, white birds which 
inhabit the woods behind 
Kuhlman Hall. While some 
wonder from where they 
came, this story of the birds 
may just explain their 
history. 
It was Halloween at Xavier 
many, many years ago (no 
one is quite sure when) 
when some of the students 
were preparing for a candy . 
. hunt and a camp-out in the 
woods behind Kuhlman. 
Joining them would be 
children from local boy scout 
and girl scouttroops. 
the Hook" or "The Monkey's 
Paw," and when the students 
became tired, they declared 
to the scouts it was time for 
bed. Hershel then stood up 
and insisted on telling about 
his interesting Halloween ex-
perience. The children 
begged to hear one more 
story. 
Hershel threw a few more 
sticks into the fire and 
The children looked at one 
another and giggled. 
"Because we were so mad, 
we planned to play tricks on 
the little kids at the party, but 
the night before, my parents 
caught us and took away our 
. fake blood and plastic knives. 
"So, Halloween came and 
we all threw sheets over our 
heads for the party and 
walked to the church. When 
evil look and continued. 
"He's right, it was just the 
priest, but he caught us and 
got so mad that he locked us 
all in the confessional. Heleft 
us there until the party 
started and all the kids had 
arrived . 
"Our job was to hide the 
candy. To our surprise, the 
fudge still smelled of wine, 
but because we didn't want 
Many students partici-
pated in the event. One, in 
particular, was Hershel 
James, a student from the 
Cincinnati College of Mortu-
ary Science. Hershel would 
preach that Halloween was 
his favorite holiday. Since he 
was too old to go trick or 
treating, he would often 
volunteer his time around the 
season to help young boys 
and girls enjoy it as much as 
he did. This year it was his 
Photo by Ellen Bird 
"The birds" congregate in the· trees behind Kuhlman Hall. Beware little boys and girls. On Halloween 
night they 'II be watching you! . 
job to purchase the candy we gotthere, we found the 
and hide it for the hunt. proudly took the head seat priest iii that little back room 
on a tree stump. wrapping fudge in p· ieces of 
At 5:00 p.m. the children 
arrived at the dorms garbed ''Now kids, be very quiet. black and orange wax paper. 
in Halloween costumes, and We cannot draw any atten- He said, 'Boys, you finish 
were grouped with a Xavier tion to ourselves down here . wrapping the candy while I 
student who would serve as for this is a true story which I go put on my Halloween 
their "college friends" for the have never told anyone. So, costume.' Reluctantly, we sat 
camp-out.· After making a you must all give me your down and began the boring 
clearing in the woods, the scouts' honor that you will .task of candy wrapping. 
group built a fire in the never repeat what 1 am about···· "After about ten minutes 
center and placed their to tell you." of that stuff, we decided to 
sleeping bags around it. The The children lifted their have a little fun. One of my 
students and scouts roasted hands and said, "Scouts' pals found a bottle of wine 
hot dogs and marshmallows honor." and poured some of it in the 
and ate until darkness Hershel smiled, winked at bowl of fudge. We continued 
surrounded them. At last: b wrapping the spiked candy· 
time for the candy hunt. ah.neatr Y student and began when suddenly there ap-
1s s ory. . d. th d. 
The scouts clutched their . peare m e oorway a one 
sacks and flashlights and set ''When I was fifteen years eyed man weaing a blood-
h 
old, my two best friends and stained robe, carrying a 
out to find t eir treats. I decided we were too old for knife." 
One-half hour later, the ' trick-or-treating. Because of 
candy had been collected and our mature decision, our. The scouts gasped and 
the children were ready for parents generously offered huddled closer together. 
its consumption while they our time to.our church which "Aw, it's just the priest," 
listened to ghost stories was having a Halloween one boisterous scout shouted · 
around the fire: Several party for the little CCD with a glob of chocolate 
students read or recited old students. We were pretty falling from his mouth. 
favorites such as "The Tale of angry about it, too." Hershel threw the boy an 
... 
to get in any more trouble, we 
did what we were told. 
"The party :went okay. As 
an extra punishment, though, 
we weren't allowed to eat any 
of the candy. Afterwards, 
when everyone had gone 
home, I was cleaning up 
when my two buddies 
sneaked back and ate a few 
pieces. When everything was 
clean, the priest drove us 
home. 
"The next evening, my 
parents received a call from 
the police. The next thing I 
know, I'm being dragged 
down to the station to answer 
some questions about the 
party. What I found out when 
I got there nearly shocke'cl me 
to death. 
''Twenty-six out of the 33 
kids who were at that party 
had died - including my two 
friends. They had been poi-
soned. The police wanted to 
know everything that hap-
pened. I told them about the 
wine, about the confessional, 
everything. Then the police 
told me and my parents the 
priest's side of the story." 
_Hershel unwrapped a 
chocolate skull and popped it 
in his mouth. 
"The priest told them that 
we had made the fudge and 
wrapped it up. They also 
asked the other kids what 
happened, but they could 
contribute nothing to the 
story." 
"What happened next," 
one of the children asked? 
"Well, because my story 
was different from what the 
priest had said, lhad to go to 
court. I ended up having to 
spend six months in a juve-
nile delinquency home: They 
would have sent me to jail if 
it weren't for the fact of my 
two friends' death. The 
whole town was convinced 
thaHhad murdered those 
little kids, but I knew it was 
the priest." 
The children sat in silence, 
some of them had already 
fallen asleep in their sleeping 
bags. Hershel's fellow 
students smiled at him. 'A 
story well told,' they 
thought. · 
As the fire died out, 
everyone situated themselves 
for bed and fell asleep~ 
. . . ' 
"The next morning, an All 
Saint's Day mass had been 
planned as a wrap-up for the 
event. When, at 10:30 a.m., 
the students didn't show up 
at church, the priest took a 
walk down to the woods. 
"What he saw there nearly 
shocked him to death. In the 
clearing of the woods lay 22 
body bags. All of the stu-
dents and scouts were dead. 
Upon investigation, it was 
diseovered that the candy 
had been pois0ned. 
Soon after the shock had 
died on campus, the birds 
began to inhabit the the 
woods. Rumor has it that 
those small white birds, who 
continue to inhabit the 
woods today,.possess the 
souls of all those who died 
those two Halloween nights.· -
• ~ i '.. • . ... • 1 : • • . 
By Mick Clay 
Contributing writer and 
Molly A. Donnellon 
The Xavier Newswire 
you.r bi.t"thday tod:ay. It's Halloween,. 
a Wednesday/and in the words of the Mickey . · 
Mouse Club and Mickey Rourke in Angel Heart it's 
anything can happen day. Beware! ' 
A1"ies (March 21 - April 19). A child of the 
spring destined to fall this autuinn evening. Stay 
away from tall buildings, brid~es and stairwells: 
Better yet, avoid walking altogether, crawl every-
where. · 
'JQ.U.1"U.S (April 20- May 20). "You're bullish.on 
the nineties," but B.S.-ing about stocks and the 
homework you didn't complete will get you-no-
where. Do not go to a Halloween party tonight; stay 
home.and do your homework. Study the Wall Street 
Journal and pretend you're Donald Trump. 
Bemi,ni, (May 21 - June 21). Your alter-ego 
. wi~l be in rare form this evening. Dress up like Zsa-
zsa Gabor and party at Bogart's with The Buddy 
Bradley Experience, If you go to this show, defi- · · 
. nately avoid Jagenneister shots. 
· CA.nc::et" (June 22 .- July 22). If you haven't been 
on a motorcycle lately, don't get on one, for tonight 
you could .meet an alleged Hell's Angel but it will be· 
I?!lnl}y Quayle doing.hi~ Halloween thing. Worse 
yet, it coulq be his \Vife Jylarilyn - Boo, scary. . 
Leo (July 23.., August 22). This Halloween will 
be a iip, roaring good time for you and all you .· 
associate_ with. Avoid experimentingwith hallucino-
gens this evening, you' could end up in bed with . 
Jesse Helms,· and you thought Robert Mapplethorpe 
took some exquisite photographs. . _ . · . .· · 
1-'i.f'CJO (August 23 - September 22). Power is in 
your stars this evening for reasons only Carl Sagan 
could explain a billion times. However, because of 
this potential power, you ·may find yourself butting . 
heads with a Taunis. · 
· Li&f'G (Aug\ist 23. - September 22). What really 
is a Libra? .And who really cares? But, since you 
have no control ov~r your astrological sign, see 
Gemini and have a nice night. 
lgofpto ( oCtober 24 - November 21 ). If you 
didn't already know, Halloween falls within your .· 
sign; This is your ultimate night, it is your ultimate 
duty to do justice to your sign; Do whatever your· 
limits will allow; then step five steps beyond your 
limit. We'll see you in the morning. _ 
· Saqi.ttA.f'i.U.S (November 22 - December21 ). 
Keep a low pr()file. If you participate in Halloween 
festivities, dress up as David Letterman or our all-
American hero Ollie North so everyone will mistake 
you for Alfred E. Neuman. . 
· CA.pf'WOf'.n (December 22-January19). Do. 
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not costume. yourself as Santa Claus. If you want to 
maintainyoursign'sX-masspirit,costumeyourself In honor of the''.demonic doll's" return, Universal Pictures and The 
asa Salvation Anny Donation hunter. One, you Xavier Newswire> are offering fifty pass.es for two to a midnig~t 
wontbediChe'and_two,youcaneamsomeextra .. "screaming" df Child's Play /I on Saturdqy, No.vember J at the C1n-
cash. · · cihnafi. Showcase Cinemas, 1wo dozen Child's Play 11 books and ... hold 
~ua.f'i.U.S (January 20- February 18). ''This : your breath ... a (real live?) Chucky doll. Save the oohs an~ the 
isthedawningoftheageof ... ,"nevermindthat,stay aahs> kids, because it's .not going to be ~t~at ea~y .. To receive. the 
wellawayfromwaterthisHalloween. You.might free.p<as~es:afld ~oo~s_, be _in: tre .~ewsw1,re office ~t S:OOp:m: pn 
endupasafishoutofwaterifyotitryto.exercise ,. Thursday, Nqvef11ber /. ·However, }o· gatn possession of chtlltn 
· your sign's strong attraction to the deep. ·· · · Chucky, dress up;· itrt'he best Halloween costume you can muster and 
· Pt.sees (February 19 ~March 20) .. While your. •be in the >o'ffice · af 5:30 p.m. The best costume gets t() take Chucky 
intentionsaregoodfora.surpriseonsomeone;. ·. home. Hey, if you· win 'him, at least·you,'11 have a date for the film 
disaster awaits you when it comes·to the final punch. , - · · · on Saturday. 
Beware ofall who fall under the sign of S<:orpio. (_ _ __:.___::_:.__:._~----'--------'--'--------'---'--------:---:----:---:-----" 
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J·azzing up old classics 
By John Kim 
The Xavier Newswire 
The Xavier Jazz Guitar 
Series, one of the many such 
offerings in the Xavier Piano 
and Guitar Series, opened on 
an electric Sunday night with . 
a shining performance by 
.Jazz great Larry Coryell. 
Coryell is one of the 
acknowledged pioneers of 
the Jazz-Rock fusion move-
ment. He has been described 
as "truly a Renaissance · 
musician who excels at all 
styles of playing."· 
His mix of Classical, Rock, 
and improvisational Jazz 
mesmerized the audience of 
'about 100 people for two 
hours. One audience mem-
ber said that Coryell's music 
sent him on a magical 
journey of the mind accom-
pouring of my feelings reflect 
what I have learned in 
Buddhism. I've finally 
started finding myself," 
Coryell said. 
.Some of his most excep-
tional pieces were his inter-
pretations of "Rhapsody in 
Blue" by Gershwin and 
"Bolero" by Ravel. He took 
these two graceful pieces to a 
new high with his incredible 
guitar skills. For his encore, 
Coryell played a tune by The-
lonius Monk called "Around 
Midnight." This last piece 
brought the audience to its 
feet.. · 
The Piano and Guitar 
. Series is in its 16th year. 
Father Heim, founder and 
director of the Series said, 
"We try to present the very 
best artist to the public 
audience, even with mone-
tary and scheduling limita-
tions." His only regret is "in 
Have you ever heard of the D'Artagnan Senior Service 
Society? Probably not. Why? Well, this organization is 
new to Xavier this year. 
It is a club based on the fundamentals of'~ National· 
Senior Honor Society called Mortar Board, which pro-
motes the ideals of "service, scholarship, and leadership. So 
too will the D' Artagnan Senior Service Society, which is 
chartered to Xavier University by Student Government. 
Eligibilil$T for the Society is open to all students with 
Junior class standing who have a minimum cumulative 
grade point average of 3.0. To be selected a s a member of 
this organization, on'e must also exhibit leadership and 
service to the ~om~unity. · . 
The SOCiety's purpose, as stated in the Preamble to the 
Constitution, "shall be' to contribute to the self awareness 
of the Society's members. to promote equ~I opportunities 
among all peoples, to emphasize the advancement of the 
status of women, to support the ideals of Xavier Univer-panied by' the beautiful 
sounds of the guitar.· 
CONCERT REVIEW 
The control and feeling 
that Coryell puts into his 
three different guitars, from 
electric acoustic to.hard body 
electric, proves that he is a 
master of himself and his 
music. 
.. spite of the best offerings, 
there is never enough attrac-
tion from the student body 
and faculty of Xavier itself." 
He hopes to see more interest 
by the students in supporting 
SI ... 'ty II 
This·club will do service for the Cincinnati and Xa¥ier . 
comnlUnities as well as hold programs on leadership a'Jj<l 
scholarly lectures: ()nee a·dass is initiated into the Society,· 
they are expected to c~ntinue their outstanding activity. 
. Sel.ections .for. the 'cllarJer. class of the D' Artagnan Senior .. 
"I'm into Buddhist medita-
tion right now, and I feehhat 
the control and outward 
· this excellent program. 
Admission to the concerts 
is free for Xavier students 
and $8 for the general public. 
The concert series happens 
most Sundays, so check your 
weeky calendar for upcom-
ing events. 
Service Society wilHake .. place within the· next month.· ... 
Applications: will be mailed to all eligible students, and 
will be available at the Information desk. 
If you have any questions abput the Society, please 
contact its advisor, David Coleman, at 745-3205 or the 
acting president, Renee' Zucchero at 745-4250. 
JOY THE.· ARTS 
EMBERS HIPS 
OW ONLY $l5· 
Reduced from. $24.50 
Gets you discounts on: Showcase Cinemas, 
Bogart's·, Record Theatre and much, much, 
. All MEMBERSHIPS CAN BE PURCHASEIJ'iN Ti IF. 
,. ~ .· SACOFFICE... 
1 
... 
. ', ·, ... · . ·.- ·, r~~ -~~i'_u~1vERs~fi, ¢~~~~>' , ~tii'1 / ·. · .. 
· .. ,.. · ·" .,.·lJNT1LJ:ji:/llt SQ:,•,., ... ,:,·::•·, . ... : 
.. , .-CALD745~3534 FOR:MOREJNFO! ":·'.' · · 
,. •
1 1; ..1:• :~l/1;:,. . ." •~o "~'- ~ ~-'~I),':; .·~ .. ~ • :•;• :-1.' 1'1"1 •\ • • " 
: ... 




Earn up to $1000 in one 
week for your campus 
organization. 
' Plus a chalice at 
$5000 more! . 
This program works! 
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Jacob G. SchmidtOpp Memotial Scholarship awarded 
Scholarship among "firsts" for student 
By Diana Staab 
. The Xavier NewsWire 
This is' a year' of firsts .for 
Cannen Hull. 
She's a.first ye!lr Montes-
sori education student, seeing 
a long sought-after dream ' 
become reality. 
She is also the first non-
traditional student to receive 
the Jacob G. Schmidlapp 
Memorial Scholarship. 
Hull said her interest in 
Montessori began as a parent 
volunteer in her daughter's 
school. 
As Hull tells the story, "I 
decided, through all that 
contact, just how wonderful 
Montessori education is, and 
I took it upon myself to learn 
what it was all about. I · 
volunteered to work in the 
classroom and became very 
excited aooutthe Montessori 
concept." ..... . 
By the time her second 
daughter began Montessori, 
Hull said, she had become 
friends with the staff and 
principal at North Avondale. 
They encouraged her to do 
more than volunteer. "So," 
she said, "I became an 
instructor assistant six years 
ago." . 
But she wanted more, "I 
just kept saying to myself "I 
would love to be a teacher." 
Last year Hull began 
investigating the possibility 
of making that statement a 
reality at Xavier, the only · 
local university offering a 
Bachelor of Science in Mon-
tessori Education. 
She applied for the. Fifth-
Third Jacob G. Schmidl<;iPP 
Scholarship, a scholarship 
funded from a $260,000 
endowment. This scholarship 
is earmarked for students 
pursuing careers in Montes-
sori Education. 
Part of the application 
process, Hull said, was to 
gather letters of reference, "I 
had wonderful support from 
the faculty at North Avon-
dale Montessori and friends 
who wrote letters recom-
mending me for this scholar-
ship." 
Hull also told of another 
photo by Diana Staab 
Carmen Hull 
requirement she fulfilled, "I 
had to take the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT). I took 
it with my daughter, Betty. 
My friends supported me, 
helped me study:" 
Not only did Hull pass the 
SAT but she also garnered 
the Fifth-Third Jacob G. 
Schmid la pp Scholarship, 
worth $7,000 per year toward 
tuition. 
Beth Bronsil, Director of 
Xavier's Montessori Educa-
tion Department, had this to 
say about Hull, "Our pro-
gram will benefit from 
having such an outstanding 
student participate." 
Hull is quick to give credit 
to others, "I've had a lot of 
support from my family, its 
been a big adjustment, but 
everybody is chipping in. I 
have the total support of my 
husband; he's really enthusi-
astic and proud of me." 
What about her daugh-
ters? "Well," said Carmen, "I 
hear it not from my kids so 
much, but through their 
friends, who will come up 
and say Betty told us that 
your doing this and that. So 
that tells me what they 
think.". 
Hull says she must make 
the most of her free time 
during the day. "I have 
Tuesday and Thursday for 
studying. But even though I 
am studying Tuesday, I am 
doing loads of wash in 
between. While I'm doing 
homework, I'm also doing 
housework." 
She says she uses.these 
two days as wisely as pos-
sible, realizing the need for 
organization. 
According to Hull, the 
evenings can be just as hectic. 
"Amy, my youngest one, is in 
soccer, she's in CCM 
children's choir, she takes 
piano lessons, so it's.juggling 
her schedule around. I'm 
mom's taxi," for her." I 
think, I'm pretty well organ-
ized," she continued, "in that 
I leave the evening time for 
family." 
Her education, Carmen 
says, is important to her. "I 
am here for a reason. I just 
want to do my best. I can't · 
wait for the four years to go 
by so I can get into the 
classroom." 
Job applicants stretch truth, survey shows 
~ 
vf 
By Heidi Hemphill 
T~e Xavier-Newswire the enormous competition for 
jobs. People are pumping 
One of the biggest resume themselves up and risking 
trends currently on the rise is the repercussions of being 
resume fraud. According to caught. . . 
one survey reported in the · · ·. Jn order to get their foot in· 
Industry Week magazine, a the door for interviews, job 
whopping 80 percent _of . ~kers are stretching and 
checked resumes included · .. · ~metilnes even.blatantly 
li~s a~t-applicants'j<>b lfin,g to ma~ themselves 
histones. . -'. . . . . . . . . more attractive to prospec-
. '-The reasonsJ0r:this· :.- ·.· .·ti\feemployers. . . 
increase iri resume ffaud is . . · · Increasingly, however, 
resume fraud won't increase 
an applicants chances of 
employment because these 
lies are likely to be detected 
and the liars immediately 
excluded from the list of 
candidates. 
More and more companies 
are hiring outside sources to 
snoop, dig, Qr whatever it 
may take to uncover falsified 
information on a prospective 
candidate. 
Resume writing is a 
definitely an accquired skill, 
an art form that takes a lot of · 
practice, planning, and 
revision. A resume must 
make an applicant stand out 
from everyone else. Itmust . 
be perfect in order to be in 
the runing for that "perfect 
position." However, the 
applicant. that. stretches he 
truth is running the risk of 
disqualifying themselves 
totaJly from consideration. 
_Succe5sful resumes will 
. include an accurate list of all 
previous employers, and . 
detailed accomplishments, 
not just explain each individ- · 
ual job duty. When listing 
accomplishments be careful 
to list accomplishments that 
can be verified by previous or 
current employers. Addi-
tionally, resume writers 
should avoid pumping 
themselves up too much. 
Thiswill make a student 
appear to be dishonest and/ 
or immature. 
According to Stephanie 
Bates, Director of Career 
Planning and Placement, 
'"Creative Rounding' in 
grade point averages should 
not be practiced. Employers 
do make it a practice to 
obtain copies of your tran-
scripts." Employers are 
interested more than ever 
before in the honesty and 
trustworthiness of the people 
that they are hiring. If they · 
feel they cannot trust a 
potential employee~ for 
whatever reason, they will be 
disqualified. When it conies 
to a resume and/ or applica-
. tion, if fraud is involved, 
most.companies view that~ 
reason enough.not to con-
sider a student as a prospec-
tive employee; it's a matter of 
. ethics and sincerity. 
As added insurance, most 
organizations reserve the 
right to fire without addi-
tional cause, an employee 
who lied during the applica-
tion process .. Whether they . 
choose to exercise that right 
will depend primarily upon a 
number of factors including 
the nature of the lie and 
current job performance. 
One common lie on 
resm;nes - which routinely 
fool no one - is the elevation 
of summer internships into 
permanent positions. This 
tactic is primarily used by 
· younger job seekers that 
assume employers do not 
verify resumes. 
Education, class rank, and 
grade point averages can, 
and are, easily verified with 
just a single phone call to the ·· 
college involved, to the past 
or present employer, or a 
request of the students' · 
transcripts. ; 




Conducting Telephone Opinion SurveysAt 
MatriXx Marketing Research. 
The Newest, Most Modern And Convenient Marketing 
Research Facility In. Cincinnati. 
IMPORTANT ADVANTAGE~ 
. ~tarting l'ay $6.00 an hour (evening ~hi ft), ,opp0rtunity for advancement. . · 
Learri a .valuable skill; no sales involved. . 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 
Day or evening shifts; weekday or weekend hours. 
Work fromlS to 40 hours per week (paid training). 
GREAT LOCATION 
In Kenwood - Montgomery Road Exit (#12) at Interstate - 71.. 
Suburban area, yet less than 15 minutes from downtown. 
OUTSTANDING WORK ENVIRONMENT 
Employee lounge I kitchen facilities. 
. ~ . 




To set up an interview, call Telephone 
·Survey Center at (513) 984-2470. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
Kenwood Towers, Suite 625 
· 8044 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45236 
(513) 984-2470. 
DECEMBER GRADS: GET OFF TO A GREAT START WIJ'H 
BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH 
Burke Marketing Research, a leading force In the marketing research field, is currently 
se~king dynamic Individuals for a unique teinparary study. This special assignr:nent 
will begin mid-January, and last3 .4 months. this could provide you· th~ new.grid 
with ma_ny opportunities and advantages:· · 
• An lnsldi look at one of the world's leading markehesearc.h firms; 
• Solid work experience, applicable to any business environment 
'• Exposure to ·oata ·Processing professionals In today•s·.business environment 
• Starting salary 
$7.50 per hour 
• Diy shift hours • Monday through Friday . . . . .. 
· We are seeking Individuals with excellent verbal eommunlcatlon skills to.c0nduct. · 
nat1o1111 telephone ·surveys with users of office eq~lf)lft..,t. , QualHfecl lndlvlduals wl'I . 
be. assertive,. professional In manner, Ind able,to gather lnformatlOf'I frorra aH levels of 
management; Previous exposu;e to automated office equipment Is a plus! · · · 
. . . . .: . . .. . . 
APPiy by submitting your resume to Burke Marketing Research, ~21 victory Parkw'9y, 
Cliiclnnatl, OH 45206 or call 559-7520 for addltlonal Information; · . . ' . . . . . . ' . . 
Minority committee 
' . ,4~ -
to broaden f()cus 
By Khary K. Turner 
The Xavier Newswire 
In the.past,theMinority 
Student Concerns Committee 
was not the most visible 
committee on campus. But it 
was still considered one of 
the main voices of Xavier~s · 
minority student population~ 
Many students felt that the 
committee was sluggish in 
disclosing the opinions of 
minority students to the rest 
of the school. This year there 
have been changes made in 
the agenda of the Concerns 
Committee. One change, for 
example, is that Debra Jones, 
Director of Minority Affairs, 
is the new chairperson. 
She says, the future of the 
committee include observa-
tions on minority student · 
retention, and surveys of 
international students to 
become more attentive to 
their needs, ethnic diversity, 
racial, and sexual relation- .. · 
ships. 
"This year we are broad-
ening our focus to look at all 
groups, notjust blacks," says 
Jones. . · 
Even though black stu-
dents were not the main 
focus.in the past, they were 
normally the topic of conver-
sation. 
Since the committee meets 
only once per month, sub-
committees were designed to 
meet in between regular 
meetings. . 
~1\.Vit~ We.11ty'people on 
ti)~ c<_>~mittee~ it was my · 
idea to break down into sub-
. groups," Jones expiains. The 
sub-committees are made up 
of students~ Last year, 
· students on the committee 
often said they did not feel 
like they were truly a part. 
"Students now are part of 
the dialogue. Last year they 
were there, but they didn't 
listen," says Jones. 
Shelly Harris~ one of the_ 
new members, feels this 
year's committee can be more 
effective; 
"The faculty (on the 
committee) listen to us, and 
they try to take us seriously," 
says Harris. · 
Harris feels the committee 
is necessary to fit the needs of 
minority students. However, 
she feels students need to .be 
more honest when answering 
the·surveys (retention 
surveys have been distrib-
uted to minority students 
since early in the semester). 
She suggest that students 
who answer the surveys be 
assertive and letthe univer-
sity know what is on their 
minds. 
Hopefully, says Harris, the 
changes in the format of th.e 
199CH991 committee will be 
more effective in voicing 
minority students conce'J's. 
..I...~ -1991BSN· ma STIJDENTS • 
... ~~the >Jr Force 
· ~ . immediately after gradua-
.. tion 7 without waiting for the 
results of your State Boards. You 
can earn great benefits as. an Air 
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
· during your se~ior year, you ~ay. 
qualify for a five-month internship 
· at a major Air Force medical.facili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Get a head startin the 
Air Force. Call · 
USAF HEALTH.PROFESSIONS 
COLLECT (513) 426-2116 · 
Political groups rally 
By Christine Wright 
The Xavier Newswire 
For the College Democrat 
and Republican clubs, 1990 is 
a lackluster political yfi!ar 
despite a hotly-conte~ted race 
fol'. the governor's seat and an 
even hottef race next door' to 
Xavier in theFfrst congres-
sional district. 
The Charlie Luken, Ken 
Blackwell race in the first 
•district has gained attention 
locally and nationally as two 
Cincinnati natives and 
former city council col-
leagues go head-to-head for a 
seat in Washington. 
Xavier is in the Second 
Congressional District served 
by long-time incumbent 
Willis Gradison, who is 
running this ye~r ag~inst 
Democratic challenger 
Tyrone Yates .. So that is why, 
according to Republican Club 
Treasurer Lance Weislak, 
there has not been all active 
on-campus Republican 
campaign backing alumni 
and college trustee Ken 
Blackwell. 
Weislak also says Gra-
dison looks solid for re-
election on Nov. 4, so the 
Republican Club has directed 
its on-campus efforts to a 
recent letter writing cam-
paign for the U.S. soldiers in 
Saudi Arabia. 
He feels equally confident 
about George Voinovich's 
shot at the governor's seat 
and says a key issue for the 
new governor will be the 
appointment of a reappor-
tionment committee. 
"The 1990 census results 
will mean political reappor-
tionment in some districts. 
The new governor w"ill play a 
key ro.le in this," Weislak 
says. 
· The College Democrats, 
headed by president Steve 
Zralek, are gearing up for an 
on-campus information blitz . 
this week. Club members · 
plan to have iriforrriation · 
tables where both resident 
students' and commuters can 




Both clubs have partici-
pated in letter writing and 
telephone campaigns pro-
moting partisan candidates. 
The Republican Club plans 
an election night party in the 
Down Under. 
. Students are invited to 
gather and watch election 
returns. Club Treasurer 
Weislak says anyone inter-
ested in working outside the 
polls on election day can call 
him at 745-3232 .. , 
Members of both on-
campus political clubs want 
students to know the dead-
line for voter registration in 
Ohio has past, but students 
may request absentee ballots 
from their home counties up 
until noon Saturday before 
the election. The ballots must 
be returned to their home 
county board of elections by 
the time polls close on 
election day. 
Fred Dobbratz, clerk at the 
Hamilton County, Board of 
Elections; says its common 
for students to request 
absentee ballots, but often 





Townsend, classes of 3 -
5 s~udents learn proven, 
~ffic!~~t strategies at a 
_:· ~easoriable cost. Don't 
. ;: ;;~~pei:id $hµndreds more 
· ·. · for:fon, drawn-out 
c:Urses:·cau Townsend 
at 742-5510. Classes 
start in November. 
(Also, ask about our 
individual instruction 
for the GMAT or LSAT.) i 
·~'l. 
rf'<:i_Q-==-
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FREE SPRING BREAK 
. TRIPS to student 
organizations promoting our 
Spring Break Packages. 
Good pay and fun.' Call CMI 
1-800-423-5264. 
~.·~i~~)~LtiuS,and 
STEA~BOATSPRINGS, INDIVIDUALS. Trip 
COLORADO!!! organizers wanted for 
NKU Ski Club's fourth fantastic Ski and Sun tours. 
annual trip January 1 - 9· Earn cash commissions and/ 
Trip includes 6 nights ~n the or go for free. Caltthe #1 
~hoenix condos,~ four~ay company in coilege travel, 
l!ft pass, free partie~ and . ·Moguls ~ki and S~m Tours, 
more., ~ly$259 \V•thout.: ., , . 'Irie. 'l.;800-6664857• . . 
trans1>9rtation an4_$3~9 with. . · .. ·: _ 
Reserve now! ~c:au Jul~e, 2~3- . TRAVEL SALES -
1899 or Jerome~ 83~-4641. ·REPRESENTATIVE 
. WANTED;outgoing,. 
FREE SPRING BREAK · . agressive, self-motivated 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED. $125 a month, 
utilities paid, non-smoker. 
Close commute. Call after 8 
p.m. at 871-2618 . 
Off-Campus 
Housing 
Walk to campus 
Cable Hook-up 
Democratic Club Adviser 
Randal McCravy, associate 
directOr of political studies, 





. VACATION! ·GREEKS · . . . . indiViduals'or groups to 
$245 and up 
Oxford Apts. 
1005 Dana Ave. 
· participation in a political 
rally when National Demo-
cratic Parfy Chairman Ron 
Brown comes .to town. The . 
time and place of that rally is 
---.. ~. 
TOWNSEND LEARNING CENTERS 
1375 Kemper Meadow Dr., Suite 9 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45240 
. (513} 742-5510 
WELCOME! mar~et_-Winter and Spring 
Organize a small group or Break trips on campus. For 
campus-wide event. Earn more information ~all 
high commissions and free Student Travel Services at 1-
trips! can: (800) 826-9100 800-648-4849 .. Call A.B. at 
861-5928 
474-0449 
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..... ·~Ii< . ;,;cyR . Trying co stretch d~u~·t~;ll >'. ·;:> 
you'fecomputer shoppingdoesn'tmean . 
. . . .· you're willing to make sacrifices.. · 
· That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.· 
It has everything you need-including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes o.( . · 
. RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk just plug everything in and the Macifltoshqassic iS ready 
. to run, because the system software is already installed: And, thanks to. the Macintosh · 
•.. ·· computer's legendary ease ofuse, you'll be up and running in no time. . . . · .· .... · 
: . . . Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of a\lailable applications that alJ . 
work in the same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well on your 
way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing. 
The Apple® SuperDrive ~standard equipment with every Macintosh~reads from and .. ··. 
writes to Macintosh, MS-OOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share 
infonnation With soineone who USes a different type of computer.. .. . . 
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself It'll change your mind about cheap roommates. 
~:. '' 
,~i ;:·.:'.y;~' I .'~:·.7;;··~::~~\·~t~:~~r~~fi:\f ~'.~;~~;'.i,~./~~~~f :i~·!~'.\\f ;~,'.·(~ '.7-:'·t 
- ... ;;_,·,· .. .'" -.=.-·._', ......... :.;·,;.· ____ ,,.,._. ·~-:.·;::_.<_ ... :;" 
.· ·· Fdfftirtlief.ihf onnationvisit the · 
· CBk~ofu.puter Lab 
or call Rick H(lrris at 745~1980 
ti.; 1be power to beyo~r best~ · 
- ~  ~con.;u...~~-~-19911~ Syst9m 5otrware on Uoppy di~s; software ;s ~11nstalled. 
01990 Ajlplo CompuW, Inc. Ajlplo, .. Ajlplo logo; W1d - 110 registered trademar1<s of Apple Computet, Inc. Suporllrivo and "The 
power to be your besr ••~of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MS·OOS 
· is a registered tr~ o! Mictosoft COrporaion. OSl2 is a regisfe!ed trademark of lnlemational Business Machines Corporation. 
WE WILL MATCH ANY COMPETITORS OFFER* SO YOU CAN TASTE 
SOME OF THE BESTPIZZAYOU'VE EVER HAD! 
WE·· OE:ll.IJERl 
. ··.·, ·.::· ·.. · ... : .. · ... ·' .. ··..... : ·.'· ····.:.-·. 
745i-353o·~~~ 
